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Science Challenge
Climate and earth system models have limited skill in predicting water cycle and associated
extremes such as intense rain- and wind-producing storms and resulting hazards across all
timescales. Water cycle predictions are inherently limited by the predictability of the chaotic
system, but large potential for improving predictions remains untapped due to limited use of
data-model integration to improve predictive modeling. This white paper proposes a hybrid
data-physics paradigm based on physics-informed neural networks (PINNs) to improve the
Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM). In particular, we aim to predict and quantify
uncertainties of water cycle processes and low probability high impact events.

Rationale
Earth system models are foundational tools for making predictions of water cycle and its
extremes. Parameterizations of clouds, convection, and turbulence have been a major source
of uncertainty and biases in modeling water cycle processes, motivating efforts to improve
them through machine learning/artificial intelligence (ML/AI). Current ML parameteriza-
tion development mainly learns from fine-scale models such as large-eddy simulation (LES)
models and cloud-resolving models (CRM), which themselves have uncertainty, as cloud and
turbulence processes are still not well resolved. Although abundant observational data are
available, large disparity in their spatial/temporal coverage and missing of key variables have
challenged their use in model development. To significantly improve ML parameterizations,
there is a need to: (1) develop comprehensive datasets based on observational data from
different sources, bridging gaps in spatial/temporal scales and variables; and (2) develop ML
parameterizations learning from both observational data and fine-scale model output.

Predicting low probability high impact events is a fundamental challenge most relevant to
society. The skill in predicting such events is limited by uncertainty in initial conditions and
predictive models, and limited understanding of the precursors of extreme events to monitor
and observe. For example, our ability to predict hurricane rapid intensification is limited by
physical understanding and observations of the ocean mixed layer, which plays an important
role in the cold wakes generated by hurricanes and their subsequent control on hurricane
intensification. Our ability to predict wildfires is limited by knowledge and recognition of
the precursors of wildfires such as blocking of atmospheric flow and a developing drought
and hence monitoring their time evolution. Better identifying and modeling the precursors
of extreme events can narrow the targets for improving models and observations.
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In summary, data-alone or model-alone paradigms are not sufficient for tackling the above
challenges. A wealth of observation data have not been fully exploited, particularly for di-
rect inference of clouds, convection and turbulence to constrain ML parameterizations and
identifying and modeling the precursors of extreme events for improving their predictions.

Narrative
We advocate the development of three AI-based research areas: (i) multi-fidelity modeling;
(ii) physics-informed learning; and (iii) operator regression. To address the aforementioned
challenges:

1. We propose a hybrid data-physics paradigm in the form of physics-informed neural
networks (PINNs).

2. There is a need for a scalable multi-fidelity data/model paradigm that includes uncer-
tainty quantification so that “no data/model are left behind”.

3. We propose operator regression via deep neural networks (DeepONets), which can
be trained using historical data and can generalize better than the state-of-the-art
function-based regression neural networks.

4. For multi-physics/multi-scale problems, we propose to train unified operators using
historical data via DeepONets for transfer learning so that with limited new measure-
ments, accurate and real-time forecasting can be realized.

5. To deal with the lack of sufficient data for extreme events, we will develop active
learning strategies by exploiting the uncertainty of the outcomes.

We provide examples of how the proposed data/model paradigm can be used to address the
challenges of predictive modeling of water cycle elaborated above.

Bayesian multi-fidelity PINNs: Combining various sources of data and models with dif-
ferent levels of fidelity required can be performed in a Bayesian framework, where uncertainty
of data and model is accounted for in a principled probabilistic manner. In [1], Bayesian
multi-fidelity PINN (BMF-PINN) was presented. See Fig. 1 for the schematic of the method.
In BMF-PINN, nonlinear correlations between different data sources with different levels of
fidelity are extracted, while the physics-based models in the form of ordinary/partial differ-
ential equations are enforced.

For improving parameterizations of clouds, convection, and turbulence, BMF-PINN can be
used to infer the hidden interactions between clouds, convection, and turbulence from LES,
CRM, and observation data. The latter includes multi-fidelity data from satellites and other
remote sensing retrievals and in-situ measurements including data from DOE ARM fixed-
location atmospheric observatories and mobile and aerial facilities. In earth system models,
clouds, convection, and turbulence are represented separately by different parameterizations,
none of which is well constrained by data and theory. Using BMF-PINN fed by multiple data
sources and models (LES and CRM), we will generate comprehensive data at the high-fidelity
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the multi-fidelity DNN and MPINN. The left box (blue nodes) represents the low-fidelity DNN NN L(x, !) connected to the box with 
green dots representing two high fidelity DNNs, NN Hi (x, yL , "i) (i = 1, 2). In the case of MPINN, the combined output of the two high-fidelity DNNs is 
input to an additional PDE-induced DNN. Here #! = !

#t , #x, #y , #2
x , #2

y , ...
"

yH denotes symbolically the last DNN that has a very complicated graph and its 
structure is determined by the specific PDE considered. (For interpretation of the colors in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

To explore the linear/nonlinear correlation adaptively, we then decompose F(.) into two parts, i.e., the linear and nonlinear 
parts, which are expressed as

F = Fl + Fnl, (4)

where Fl and Fnl denote the linear and nonlinear terms in F , respectively. Now, we construct the correlation as

yH = Fl(x, yL) + Fnl(x, yL). (5)

The architecture of the proposed multi-fidelity DNN and MPINN is illustrated in Fig. 1, which is composed of four 
fully-connected neural networks. The first one NN L(xL, !) is employed to approximate the low-fidelity data, while the 
second and third NNs (NN Hi (x, yL, $, "i), i = 1, 2) are for approximating the correlation for the low- and high-fidelity 
data; the last NN (NN fe ) is induced by encoding the governing equations, e.g. the partial differential equations (PDEs). In 
addition, Fl = NN H1 , and Fnl = NN H2 ; ! , $ , and "i, i = 1, 2 are unknown parameters of the NNs, which can be learned 
by minimizing the following loss function:

M S E = M S E yL + M S E yH + M S E fe + %
#

$2
i , (6)

where
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Here, & (& = y!
L, y!

H , and f !
e ) denote the outputs of the NN L , NN H , and NN fe , $ is any weight in NN L and NN H2 , 

and % is the L2 regularization rates for $ . The L2 regularization has been widely adopted to prevent overfitting [26,27], 
which is also used here to reduce the overfitting in both NN L and NN H2 . In addition, we can also penalize # yL if 
the gradient of the low-fidelity data is available, which helps the approximation of yL . It is worth mentioning that the 
boundary/initial conditions for fe can also be added into the loss function, in a similar fashion as in the standard PINNs 
introduced in detail in [23] so we do not elaborate on this issue here. In the present study, the loss function is optimized 
using the L-BFGS method together with Xavier’s initialization method, while the hyperbolic tangent function is employed as 
the activation function in NN L and NN H2 . We note that no activation function is included in NN H1 due to the fact that 
it is used to approximate the linear part of F .

Finally, the rationale behind the linear/nonlinear decomposition in Eq. (5) is explained in detail here. In general, one has 
no prior knowledge on the correlation between the low- and high-fidelity data, which needs to be learned based on the 
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Figure 2. ROMS2D: snapshots of the temperature and velocity fields provided by ROMS

simulation (first row) and estimated by PINN (second row). The background color represents

the sea surface temperature and the vectors denote the currents. Three snapshots at 10:00, 17:00

07-Feb-2010 and 00:00 08-Feb-2010 are demonstrated from left to right.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Multi-fidelity modeling using neural networks: The figure is adopted from Ref. [2]. (b)
Preliminary results of “hidden fluid mechanics” (see [3] for more information) where we use PINNs to infer
the surface currents from SST maps; a comparison with Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) shows a
10% accuracy of the PINN.

levels for clouds, convection, and turbulence that can be used to develop and evaluate earth
system models. BMF-PINN will also be trained using the multi-fidelity data and models to
develop a unified parameterization of clouds, convection, turbulence, and their interactions
for E3SM applicable across scales (1 – 100 km).

Operator regression via DeepONets: While in neural networks typically a function is
learned, where the input and outputs are points, our goal here is to learn an operator where
the input and output are both functions. In [4], a deep operator network (DeepONet) was
proposed to approximate nonlinear continuous operators. The DeepONet architecture is
based on rigorous mathematical theory, namely the universal operator approximation theo-
rem [5], which has been extended to deep neural networks. The architecture of the DeepONet
consists of a DNN for encoding the discrete input function space (branch net) and another
DNN for encoding the coordinates of the output functions (trunk net).

For improving prediction of low probability, high impact events, two examples are discussed
to demonstrate the use of DeepONets. For prediction of hurricane rapid intensification,
BMF-PINN will first be used to infer the hidden ocean mixed layer dynamics using multi-
fidelity data such as satellite sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity, ocean analysis and
the ocean component of E3SM (MPAS-O) applied at various resolutions. DeepONets can
then be trained using historical data of hurricanes, atmospheric reanalysis, and ocean mixed
layer data produced by BMF-PINN to predict hurricane rapid intensification. BMF-PINN
may also be used to develop an ML parameterization of ocean mixing for use in E3SM.
For improving prediction of wildfires, our focus is on the meteorological and hydroclimatic
environments. BMF-PINN will first be used to identify precursors of wildfires from a large
number of datasets. Important precursors with long lead times such as atmospheric blocking,
circumglobal wave propagation, and drought will be further modeled using DeepONets with
active learning to forecast their evolutions to improve subseasonal prediction.

Code generated will be made available through github. Data will be accessible through data
repository (e.g., ARM data center, ESGF) and shared using digital object identifiers (DOIs).
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